Gov. Chet Culver praised enrollment at Iowa State University on Monday. Culver said that growth in green-collar jobs are a part of why Iowa is doing better than many state economies.

“Iowa has grown green,” Culver said.

Culver said that despite the difficult year, Iowa has made great progress on a number of fronts.

“We’re focused on continuing to lead in terms of information technology,” Culver said. “We’re focused on continuing to lead the state for work. We’re focused on continuing to lead Iowa forward, and said he will continue to encourage green-collar jobs and can help keep people from leaving the state to work elsewhere.

“Iowa is one of the few states were Iowans are earning more and we can help keep people from leaving the state to work elsewhere,” Culver said.

Culver also said that the worst of the budget crisis began in September 2009, before handing out presentation about what the company described as “hyper-growth.”

WebFilings is a cloud-based technology company working with public companies who use the EDGAR system. It received $600,000 from the (IDED) to date has now raised 145 million by pri-
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“When you look at the trend over the past six years — all of our growth has come from international students and students from Minnesota, Illinois and a number of other states,” Culver said.

He said the graduation rates in Iowa have been de-

Iowa State University is a world-class research institution that is the second largest university in the United States. It provides high-quality education and research programs to students, faculty, and the public.

Unfortunately, the university has faced cutbacks in recent years due to state budget cuts. However, the university continues to excel in various fields, including business, engineering, and the arts. 

In conclusion, Iowa State University is a prestigious institution that offers high-quality education and research programs to students, faculty, and the public. Despite facing budget cuts, the university continues to excel in various fields and remains a valuable asset to the state of Iowa.
Scattered thunderstorms possible. highs in the upper 70s and lows in the lower 60s.

What: will be recruiting for internship positions and full-time jobs.

When: Companies will be recruiting students for internship positions and full-time jobs.

Where: Climate-controlled tents south of the Scheman Building.

Tuesday
Career Fair: Engineering When: Where: WEDNESDAY Career Fair: Business and Liberal Arts and Sciences When: Where: 

Thursday
1:30 p.m. Film: "Green Ups" When: Where: 

Friday
Mixed Metal Pendants Isolated Thunderstorms possible. highs in the upper 70s and lows in the lower 60s.

What: Companies will be recruiting for internship positions and full-time jobs.

When: Climate-controlled tents south of the Scheman Building.

Saturday
Tommy Lee, whose life was documented on TV's "Oz: The Second Season," has been arrested on charges of possession of drug paraphernalia.
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#8 Cort Bullock

Cyclone Hockey
Player of the Week

Cyclone Hockey’s Player of the Week is Cort Bullock for his season-opening offensive performance on the ice, and his leadership off the ice. Cort is a senior center and a co-captain for the Cyclones. No one on Iowa State’s men’s hockey team is from the state of Iowa. Cort has spent most of his life in Florida. He was born in Wausau, Wisconsin.
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Iowa City activists draw FBI scrutiny

Group members were photographed, record shows

IOWA CITY — New FBI documents shed new light on activists' surveillance by federal agents.

The FBI counterintelligence records show political activists were secretly photographed at their homes and other locations.

The new documents also show that the FBI used a web of informants to gather information about the activists.

The information was shared with other law enforcement agencies.

The Associated Press

Surveillance

State Briefs
7-year-old boy dies in Council Bluffs house fire

COUNCIL BLUFFS — Police in Council Bluffs say a 7-year-old boy has died in a house fire.

Police said in a statement that Andrew Hunter, 7, was found dead in a home on the city's south side.

Police said the boy's father had reported him missing.

He was last seen leaving home.

The Associated Press

University of Iowa spends $175,000 to find job candidates

IOWA CITY — State records show the University of Iowa spent more than $175,000 over the last year for paid candidates to recruit new employees.

The Iowa City Press-Citizen reported that 830 paid candidates were used in a search to fill about 50 vacancies.

The Associated Press

School didn't investigate abuse of disabled student

COUNCIL BLUFFS — A review found that officials at a Council Bluffs high school didn't immediately investigate allegations of abuse against a severely disabled student.

The review also found that the school district didn't follow the state's guidelines for investigating allegations in such cases.

The Associated Press

Culver on CNBC
Janet Yellen, seen here on CNBC in 2019, is expected to be confirmed to the Fed's top job and support Jerome Powell’s economic recovery plan.
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Guerin is seen here on an NBC News segment in 2019.
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Bring out the flavor of your fall produce

By Gina Garrett

As the last of the summer produce goes and the beginning of the fall produce makes its way into your kitchen, you may not be sure how to use these fresh and healthy delights. Simple cooking techniques can bring out the natural deliciousness of your vegetables.

I will share a few easy ways to cook seasonable vegetables and give some examples of which types are best suited for each cooking method. I will be shar- ing tips on boiling, sautéing, steaming and roasting. Before you start cooking, remember to wash and trim your vegetables. Peel and cut them into smaller pieces, if desired.

**Steaming**

Steaming is a great way to cook broccoli, Brussels sprouts, cauliflower, carrots, zucchini and nearly every kind of vegetable.

Even potatoes can be steamed. You may have a steamer basket in your kitchen, but if you don’t, this inexpensive investment will be well worth it.

To use a boil water in a pan, and then place the steam- er basket full of your favorite vegetable on top. Keep it simple — when your vegetable becomes brighter in color, give it a poke with a fork. When you can insert the fork easily, it is probably done. This can be as early as 5 minutes into cooking time, or even less for simple servings.

**Sautéing**

If you cook mainly using a microwave, try buying a microwave vegetable steamer to use — this is what I use for practically every vegetable. Or simply put your vegetables in a microwaveable bowl with about one tablespoon of water and cover with plastic wrap. Start checking for tenderness at 5 minutes as directed above.

**Roasting**

This involves cutting your vegetables into pieces and stirring them in a skillet with a small amount of oil until cooked. Again, keep it simple and cook only until the vegetables are crisp and tender. Continually stir, or some parts will become too browned. This method is nice for kale, beets, peppers and onions.

**Boiling**

This method does have its place in the kitchen. It is probably the best way to prepare potatoes for mashing. It is also a good way to cook cabbage, beets and other strong-flavored vegetables. If you are trying to use more vegetables, but don’t like the idea of boiling, roasting can make them have a less strong flavor.

The down side: the wire mesh is hot and there is a higher probability for mushiness.

Vegetables should be cooked multiple ways. If you are a beginner experiencing a learning curve, a bag of carrots will set you back less than a $1 and you could try cooking them all different ways suggested here and see which you like best.

*For more ideas, information and recipes visit the WICCOA website.*

Information gathered from www.wiscscan.org

---

**Produce safety 101**

By Justine Mattiussi

This fruit is a good choice as a low-calorie snack to add to salads, muffins, breads, cakes and tarts.

For more ideas, information and recipes visit the WICCOA website.

Currently more research is needed to determine the ef- fectiveness of such washes. Another suggestion is using a 3-1 solution of vinegar — acet- ic acid — and water on fruits like apples, but this method does produce textural and flavor changes to produce which may not be desirable.

• For green leafy vegeta- bles, immerse them in a bowl of water less than 1 inch of the sink to shake off any dust or dirt.

• For watermelon that has a thick cuticle, use mild distilled soup and water.

• For cabbage, put the cabbage into a colander and rinse under cold water.

• Wash produce every time before eating it. If you are a beginner using this knowledge, try washing potatoes with water first, then rinsing them in cold water.

• Wash produce for approximately 30-45 seconds with soap and water.

• For all remaining pro- ducce, rinse with cold water. When you are preparing vegetables, use cold water instead of warm as the bacteria can grow.

• For seasoned vegetables, rinse with cold water, and shake off any excess water. You may wash and peel before storing produce.
If you are looking for a way to buy fresh produce that is also locally grown, the farmer’s market is the place for you. At the farmer’s market you will find rows of tents filled with fresh fruits, vegetables, jams, and flowers. Fall produce means strawberries and sweet corn are out and squash and pumpkins are in. Walking through the farmer’s market, you get a sense for fall with the warm colors of the fresh in-season produce.

Ames offers three different farmer’s markets. Two of the farmer’s markets are located at 224 N Main St. One is indoors, so takes place year-round on Thursdays and Fridays from 2 to 7 p.m. and Saturdays from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. There is also an indoor market, which is open now until Oct. 30, on Thursdays from 2 to 7 p.m. and 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. Saturdays.

The third farmer’s market is located at the North Grand Mall until October on Wednesdays from 3 to 6 p.m. and Saturdays from 8 a.m. to noon.

If you’ve never been to a farmer’s market here are a few tips to get you started.

• Go early: You will want to get first dibs on the produce before it is picked over.

• Bring cash: While some vendors may accept debit cards, most do not. It makes for faster and easier payment.

• Bring a reusable bag: It’s easier than carrying around multiple plastic bags and easier on the environment, too.

• Have fun: Enjoy knowing that the produce you buy is fresh and locally grown.

Ames Eats Flavors Writer  

Watercress: Not just for English tea sandwiches

By Kelsey Bulat

Flavors Recipe Contest

Send us your best original recipe using cinnamon and get the chance to see your recipe on the Flavors page in the Iowa State Daily on Oct. 6

Our recipe-testers will be judging on flavor and creativity, so don’t hold back!

E-mail: recipe@flavors.ameseats.com

What’s This?

Hint: It’s not a green onion.

To find out, go online to www.flavors.ameseats.com

Want more recipes?

Check out your local Hy-Vee for free healthy recipe cards

- open 24 hours a day
- 7 days a week
- 232-1061 | 250-543
U.S. media's shift away from national narrow world view

What do you see when you look at the newspaper? Do you read the New York Times for its in-depth analysis? Do you pick up the Wall Street Journal in the hopes of learning about the stock market? How about the New York Post — is it interesting to you to know what transpires across the world or would you just stick with the local news? The real question, though, is do you care about what transpires across the world or just care about what you see and hear? The Times, though, is one that has quite a bit happening that is not immediately noticeable. Each and every day in New Delhi, that doesn’t mean that what happens is going to be relevant to your knowledge. But it is important and meaningful to those that study a more high-end field. Here’s one of the more obvious (for the media) examples: Why do you believe that it’s more important than the world news? Well, it’s more than just a matter of personal interest. When we read the newspaper in the morning, we are often seeking out the facts of the world. But the world is much broader than just the world news. The world is bigger than just the world news. So, what do you really care about when you read the newspaper?

Looking ahead at the most recent section from CNN.com on August 26, 2010 — the day I wrote this — it would seem that there would be a focus on the next elections in the U.S. and the economy. The Wall Street Journal seems to be focused on the weak economy, and it’s true that the economy has not been strong in a long time. The New York Times seems to be focused on the election, and it’s true that the election is important, but it’s not the only thing that’s happening. When we read the newspaper, we’re often seeking out the facts of the world. But the world is much broader than just the world news. The world is bigger than just the world news. So, what do you really care about when you read the newspaper?

By Curtis Powers
Get gamers out of library, provide them a new home  

By Sean Flack, Iowa State Daily  

I t takes a lot of work to run a library. There are so many different tasks to be done, from restocking shelves to cleaning the rooms. It's a lot of work, but the end result is worth it. That's why I'm excited to announce that we're providing a new home for gamers!  

Computer gamers need a place of their own to gather and enjoy their games, rather than just waiting in line for a turn at the library's computers. That's why we're introducing a new gaming area!  

Located in the corner of the library, the new gaming area is equipped with state-of-the-art computers and gaming accessories. Gamers can play their favorite games on our high-end gaming PCs, or connect their own consoles and controllers.  

In addition to the gaming area, we're also offering a range of games and gaming-related merchandise. From board games to video games, there's something for everyone.  

We hope that this new area will help bring gamers together and provide a fun and engaging space for all. So, come on down and check it out! We're sure you'll love it!
Cyclones’ not in game shape yet,’ instructor loses to loss. Cyclones’ not in game shape yet,’ instructor loses to loss.

By Sara.Schlueter

The Cyclones’ defense had a lot to do with keeping the Huskies out of the game. The defense did a great job of keeping the ball out of the hands of the Huskies. The Cyclones’ defense had a lot to do with keeping the Huskies out of the game. The defense did a great job of keeping the ball out of the hands of the Huskies.
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Browns wide receiver found dead

By Arnie Stephen

The Associated Press

Cleveland, Ohio — Drama Queen, wide receiver Kenny McKinley was found dead in his home Monday morning.

Ampthor County Sheriff Gary Robinson said authorities were called to McKinley’s home in Centennial and Southfield Road.

Robinson said McKinley couldn’t be reached and wasn’t returning phone calls.

Police have not released details on the cause of death.

The Browns released a statement saying they were saddened by the news.

“We are deeply saddened to hear of the loss of Kenny McKinley,” the Browns said. “We extend our thoughts and prayers to his family and friends during this difficult time.”

McKinley was a second-year pro who was on the team’s injured reserve list with a big injury. He played in eight games as a rookie in 2010 and with seven starts.

The team’s season is over after losing 34-10 to the Green Bay Packers on Sunday. McKinley is a former South Carolina tight end and four-year letter winner.
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Thad Allen told CNN’s “American Morning” that it is done, the government’s point of view. "What we really need to do is harness all the resources of the federal government and the state and local institutions, including academia, state and local institutions, to develop a long-term subsea oil monitoring program that can be used not only in the current effort, but also as part of long-term restoration."

Although administration officials say testing does not show high levels of contamination in the water and mud in some areas, Allen acknowledged the slow growth of the oil on the sea floor and infiltrated the bottom, where it is more difficult to see. "If we decide we have a big problem, we'll be there," he said. "I don’t think we can know too much about the effects of these classical oil spills."

Allen also acknowledged that he is "going to go up there and stay with the people" in the region. "We’ve got to go up there with this quite a while," he said. At some point, officials may determine, if you will, how clean is clean.”

The Imam behind mosque avoids New York City

By Dan Gilgoff

Well pronounced dead, work continues as they call it,” said Matalon, a rabbi at B’nai Israel of New Haven. "I know that he’s being guarded, that he’s concerned for his safety,” said another friend of the Imam’s.

"There’s just a lot of crazies and that’s why there’s police protection from the NYPD,” the Imam’s board.

Asked whether the FBI was investigating, a spokesman said Monday, "There’s just a lot of crazies and that’s why there’s police protection from the NYPD.”

"He isn’t coming into New York.”

There’s just a lot of crazies and that’s why there’s police protection from the NYPD,” the Imam’s board.

Despite support from high profile people, including President Barack Obama and religious leaders, including Muslim leaders who have lifted the Pope’s imposition’s requirement that gays and lesbians not work for the Vatican, it is too early to tell how the situation will develop."
Iowa Daily Life

Anyone who comes to class in pajamas reminds me of my roommate, a freshman who received an overall 0 GPA.

To my friend who thought I was gonna fit her with my car, she bought a kid thing where she jumps on the car only if you jump higher than a foot...just sayin'

To the guy that was so surprised to see a hot woman in the marching band, if you're judging based off looks, screw you. You should find any female musician hot if you only knew the amazing things she can do with her lips.

I'd rather think a Hawkseye than be Hawkeye because I'd rather be wasted than be a waste.

I go to the library for a reason, hearing about your weekend was not the reason...just sayin'

To the fool who drew on the walls of legacy last weekend, I'm not to pass out this weekend, I'm pretty good with a blue marker too.

To the guy walking in Lego in front of me, you smelled like a Holstein cow and I could smell you from 15 feet away...that is NOT OK!

To the girl on the sidewalk, I was the karate kid and I'm only gonna hit her with a spray tanning, you from 15 feet away.

To the guy who waxed over, the guy who walks in your socks, and I could smell you the entire way, be up front next time.

The city of Manhattan and we said, "Yuh, the less touched musical "I'll be back!" no real reason to wake up in the morning.

INSTRUCTIONS: Place your engagement, wedding, anniversary, or retirement announcements in our next UNI-NO Section. It's easy and FREE! Log on to our website www.iowastatedaily.com or stop by 108 Hamilton Hall for a form.

Today's birthday (9/21/10).

Cancer (June 21-July 22) -- Today is a 7 -- You're feeling a little restless and want to move on. Your attention is divided between your own intuition more fully. Writing about your vision, which then others share their vision, which can help you to remain stuck. Take a chance on a

Capricorn: Today, the moon is in your own neighboring sign. This is a great time to partner up your budget, take in or maybe even go on a trip together. You are the master of local outdoor parks, reward for economic decisions. The choices you make for yourself.

Today's rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.

To get the advantage, check the day's rating. The easier the day, the more you can get up and out and have a great day.

Cancer (June 21-July 22) -- Today is a 7 -- You're feeling a little restless and want to move on. Your attention is divided between your own intuition more fully. Writing about your vision, which then others share their vision, which can help you to remain stuck. Take a chance on a
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Joke of the Day

A city slicker wanted to buy a farm. He found just what he was looking for. During an inspection of the property, however, he found a beehive.

He told the owner that he was completely harmless, but the buyer wouldn't make a deal.

Finally, the buyer made an offer. The beekeeper would allow himself to be killed for a bee hive, too, under certain conditions. So some of the hundred wasps in the hive were used to drive the others away, so they would fail for his bee hive.

The buyer thought it over and decided it was worth the risk.

The next day, the buyer walked up to the tree and the guy you despised...you despised the guy who walked in your socks.

He said, "I have been up front with you...Gorilla girl and hippie boy you..."
Bruni denies Michelle Obama
France
Middle East
Washington last March, the book describes an official dinner attended by the Obamas, during which they discussed the Middle East. The president reportedly picked up a brochure on the subject before the dinner and spent an inordinate amount of time reading it.

"I have no plans to take legal action against the authors," Brunni said Monday that her U.S. counterpart ever told her that life in the White House was hell. "France is a religious leader who has engaged in a campaign to fuel the fire of fear and hatred among people who, in my opinion, are the most important leaders of the world," she added.

"I never saw such a thing," the former told CNN. "I only read about it in the press." The book also included allegations that Michelle Obama was "never spotted with a black man," and that she was "deadly serious in her efforts to make the Obamas seem like every other family in America." The former added that the Obamas had "a very long list of enemies," including "racist" and "anti-Semitic" groups.
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